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BACKGROUND

This seminar was the third in an annual seminar series exploring how space serves and might in the future be able to
benefit humanity. The first seminar ‘Celebrating Sixty Years in Space & Fifty Years of Lawful and Peaceful Use’,2 in
2017 was followed in 2018 by the ‘Environmental Security’3 seminar. This year’s event focussed on the potential of
space for disaster prevention and management on Earth. All discussions took place under Chatham House rules.

1.1

GENERAL OBJECTIVES

The seminar’s main objectives were to:
•

increase public knowledge of the potential of space for disaster prevention and management on Earth;

•

foster the exchange of subject-specific experience and opinions among experts, users and students; and

•

support participants in expanding their subject-specific network.
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PRESENTATIONS AND DISCUSSIONS

2.1

WELCOME AND INTRODUCTION

Professor Sa’id MOSTESHAR
Professor Mosteshar welcomed the seminar participants and introduced the topic briefly.

2.2

DISASTER EVENTS AND LEGAL FRAMEWORK

Professor Sa’id MOSTESHAR
Professor Mosteshar gave a short overview of the policy and legal framework surrounding remote sensing. He
indicated that the Outer Space Treaty has some influence on, but does not regulate space-based remote sensing. One of
the major documents currently governing space-based remote sensing for disaster prevention and management is the
UN General Assembly resolution on ‘Principles relating to remote sensing of the Earth from space’, adopted
unanimously in 1986.4 While these principles are non-binding, countries by and large abide by them nonetheless. Most
relevant here, Principle XI determines that ‘[r]emote sensing shall promote the protection of mankind from natural
disasters.’ Accordingly, this principle requires, in essence, that if a remote sensing entity becomes aware of a(n
impending) natural disaster in a state, the entity shall inform and provide relevant remote sensing data to the affected
state. However, this does not include human-made disasters. Also, he made clear that the definition of remote sensing
put forward under the ‘Principles relating to remote sensing of the Earth from space’ does not cover such measurements
of the Earth’s surface as conducted by missions like GRACE5 and GRACE-FO6.

2
3
4
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Subsequently, Professor Mosteshar introduced the ‘International Charter “Space and Major Disasters”’ (Disaster
Charter),7 to which various space agencies (like CNES, ESA and UKSA), as well as some space system operators, are
party, as another important document governing disaster prevention and management through space-based remote
sensing. Members of the charter undertake to provide, upon request by states hit by disasters and free-of-charge, spacederived remote sensing data, as well as space-related telecommunications and broadcasting connectivity, to the disasteraffected states in support of the latter’s respective disaster management activities.
Finally, Professor Mosteshar added that not so long ago ESOA, Global VSAT Forum and some relevant UN-related
entities agreed to the so-called ‘Crisis Connectivity Charter’, which will improve private sector coordination in
providing satellite communications to deal with disasters.8

2.3

THE NATURE AND EVALUATION OF RISK; ROLE OF SATELLITES IN DISASTER MANAGEMENT IN THE PHILIPPINES

James CEMMELL
Mr Cemmell described a project that was conducted within the context of the UKSA-run International Partnership
Programme framework and involved him, Inmarsat, and the Philippine government. The particular case study was to
assess the most effective modalities for using satellite communications for natural disaster management in the
Philippines. The decision to look at the Philippines followed from, among others, its various geographic disadvantages
(archipelago), its proneness to disasters and the latter’s limited predictability, its emerging market character, and the
relevance that the Philippines already ascribes to setting up and improving domestic disaster management capabilities
and capacities. Additionally, the country’s disaster management system appears to have an anti-fragility quality to it,
which means the more the country’s disaster management system is tested, the stronger it becomes.
Drawing on his upcoming paper, Mr Cemmell offered his take on more general disaster risk management lessons that
can be learned – including by businesses – from the Philippines project, especially since the country can be thought of
as a ‘Risk Petri Dish’, meaning it is a ‘real world site[...] replete with Black Swan and Perfect Storm events that can be
examined’.
From his experience and analysis in his paper he concluded that ‘we can build on Takashi Mitachi’s three lessons for
risk managers:
1.

Thorough review and Kaizen (continuous improvement) to learn from experience;

2.

Institutionalised tenacity to retain focus after the immediate crisis;

3.

Distributed leadership to enable spontaneous response;
and add three more, which represent lessons from the Philippines Petri Dish:

4.

Identify anti-fragile approaches whereby battle hardened parts of the business take centre stage;

5.

Reduce complexity in organisation design through [the] employ of Jugaad Innovation methods; and

6.

Public-private cooperation can enjoin more assets in the resilience effort and support recovery.’9

The discussion that followed brought up the topic of developing resilience to disasters in countries with emerging
markets while facing local corruption. In this regard, it was mentioned that engagement through Official Development
Assistance (ODA) is a reasonable tool in the case of the UK because ODAs involve audit mechanisms that challenges
the potential for corruption. Also, it was stated that if a UK business does not want to engage in corruption in a
corruption-prone local system (UK legislation is stringent in this regard), then it should account for a reduced
7
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probability of winning a tender. Overall, there is no positive argument for corruption. Engaging in corruption, can lead
to serious roadblocks for business along the way.
Somewhat related to this topic, the issue of tackling fraudulent claims following disasters was raised. The discussion led
to the argument that satellite remote sensing can help in this regard because it could assist in determining the actual
damage to property.
Lastly, the discussion addressed the role of social media in dealing with disasters. Among others, it was mentioned that
social media could assist first responders in providing updates. However, at the same time, there is the risk of social
media tools allowing the spread of false information, which often travels faster than real information. It is helpful that
communication of local disaster response entities is commonly seen as providing truthful information, as it is in the case
of the Philippines.
2.4

MULTI-HAZARD RISK IN DATA POOR SETTINGS

Dr Faith TAYLOR
Dr Taylor provided some information about her work on the ‘Urban Africa Risk Knowledge’ project,10 in which she
aimed at developing a mapping method that can be rapidly and systematically applied to a range of towns and cities
across Africa to assess single- and multiple-hazard risk to local infrastructure, broadly encompassing, among others,
roads, power, wells and public buildings. The primary case studies for the development and testing of this method were
Nairobi in Kenya and Karonga in Malawi.
One major challenge that researchers have to tackle using mapping to assess hazard risks to African cities’ and towns’
infrastructure is that African cities and towns undergo a rapid (fast growth), highly informal (city planning limited and
informal settlements) and heterogeneous (the various parts of cities and towns might develop very differently)
urbanisation process. Thus, official GIS data of African cities’ and towns’ infrastructure might be out of date or
incomplete. As an example, she pointed out that in the case of Karonga, a dedicated ‘Mapathon’11 led to the addition of
around 29,000 buildings to the map of Karonga on OpenStreetMap.12
As another major issue is that researchers have to take the challenging local (e.g. financial and technological) conditions
in Africa into account in setting up a practically useful mapping method.
With all that in mind, the project ultimately involved the creation of the aforementioned method with considerations to
general applicability (in Africa), low data cost, use of free and open source software, the application of GIS and remote
sensing techniques, and spatial disaggregation of data (to account for the different development of parts of a city or
town).
Building on the experience with the test cases of Nairobi and Karonga, the project finally arrived at and tested the
following stepped mapping method13:
1.
Building on a technique from the urban micrometeorology literature14, the project determined 17
typologies of land/urban textures, mostly by using Google Earth and freely available satellite imagery (3-5
images to reflect seasonal changes over the year).
10
11
12
13

For more information: www.urbanark.org
For more information: http://www.missingmaps.org/host/
For more information: https://www.openstreetmap.org/about
For more information: https://www.urbanark.org/assessing-multi-hazard-risk-urban-infrastructure-using-low-costgis-techniques
14 Bechtel, B., Alexander, P., Böhner, J., Ching, J., Conrad, O., Feddema, J., Mills, G., See, L. and Stewart, I., 2015.
Mapping local climate zones for a worldwide database of the form and function of cities. ISPRS International
Journal of Geo-Information, 4(1), pp.199-219.
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2.
By a comparison of the maps of the two test cases based on the classification developed under step 1
with manually collected geo-referenced photos of the local environment in Nairobi and Karonga, the project
holds (while the testing remains work in progress) that the accuracy rate is anticipated to be approximately
80%.
3.
The project further employed the geo-referenced photos of Nairobi and Karonga, and additional data
on non-visible infrastructure (e.g. pipes underground) of these two localities obtained from local authorities
and inhabitants, to differentiate between 12 general infrastructure classes, which were further subdivided into
2-19 more specific infrastructure types. As its test cases, the project complemented its maps of Nairobi and
Karonga (established under step 1) with information about the local infrastructure according to these
infrastructure classes and types.
4.
The project, while drawing especially on peer-reviewed and grey literature and freely available
datasets (of Nairobi and Karonga), then differentiated between 21 forms of natural hazards. It then considered
the potential of each hazard to trigger another under the various local conditions, as well as their potential
effect on the various classes and types of local infrastructure.
Dr Taylor concluded with a reference to another project ‘Why we Disagree about Resilience’15, using Cape Town in
South Africa, Nairobi in Kenya and Manila in the Philippines as its case studies, that aimed at addressing the question
of resilience during disasters. She noted that researchers encounter various issues in their attempts to assess resilience.
For example, there are many definitions of resilience, and there is no proper translation for it in some languages. In the
cases at hand, the researchers ultimately decided to evaluate the issue of disaster resilience by asking what locals
consider to constitute a decent and dignified life in the face of flooding. The answers pointed, among others, towards
viewing disaster resilience in terms of resilience of infrastructure and people’s interconnectivity and interaction.
Dr Taylor highlighted that the second element, a social aspect, was hard to map. The researchers attempted to tackle this
aspect by establishing a qualitative map of social networks between people. Notably, the use of, for example,
storyspheres16 can help to increase decision-makers’ awareness of the situation in informal settlements and support
resilience building.
The discussion that followed made it apparent that at present local authorities in large cities might benefit more than
smaller cities and towns from the aforementioned mapping method to assess hazard risks to local infrastructure because
the big cities might have better capacity to apply the relevant data (e.g. capacity to store and evaluate electronic files)
and seem more approachable. For smaller cities and towns, it might be necessary to invest in capacity building first.
Moreover, the point was raised that it is not easy to efficiently use the Disaster Charter and other satellite data to
immediately address disasters like floods in African cities and towns because sometimes such disasters, while
problematic, only affect a small area for a few hours.
Lastly, it was brought up that AI might prove useful in the future to increase the quality and practicality of the
aforementioned mapping method throughout Africa and other world regions.

15 Borie, M., Ziervogel, G., Taylor, F.E., Millington, J.D., Sitas, R. and Pelling, M., 2019. Mapping (for) resilience
across city scales: An opportunity to open-up conversations for more inclusive resilience policy?. Environmental
Science & Policy, 99, pp.1-9.
16 For more information: https://storyspheres.com/
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2.5
THE DISASTER CHARTER DEVELOPMENT AND OPERATION; COPERNICUS CONTRIBUTION, ITS EMERGENCY
SERVICES AND THE ROLE OF THE SENTINEL SATELLITES
Professor Jan-Peter MULLER
Professor Muller commenced his presentation by offering some facts about the Disaster Charter. He mentioned that the
Charter’s starting point was 1 November 2000, at that time involving CNES, ESA and Canadian Space Agency. It was
first activated within 13 months to deal with floods in North-eastern France. By late 2018, the charter comprised 17
members with 34 satellites and had seen over 600 activations by 125 countries. Overall, the activations have so far
aided states in tackling natural disasters but also events not falling under this category like the Deepwater Horizon oil
spill incident, the search for Malaysia Airlines Flight 370 and the tackling of the West Africa Ebola outbreak.
Professor Muller focussed on the activation of the charter after the Indian Ocean tsunami on 26 December 2004, the
largest and most catastrophic tsunami event in recorded history. Countries affected were, among others, India,
Indonesia, Myanmar, Sri Lanka and Thailand. Moreover, it was the first event when remote sensing data played a major
role in damage assessment and the first large-scale disaster event in which the charter played a significant role. In this
context, Professor Muller then showed how remote sensing satellite data was used to attempt (live) modelling of waves,
and post-disaster monitoring and disaster management. However, at that time, commercial entities were not part of the
Charter. Also, there was no India Ocean early warning system in place, and no Charter mechanism to target satellites
fast enough and to delivering relevant data in near-real time.
Some findings and lessons of the tsunami event were:
•

High-resolution remote sensing is highly useful to address tsunamis. Access to such resolution has improved,
including by involvement of private sector actors in the disaster charter. But it does not mean that the
capacities are already sufficient.

•

While tackling of tsunamis would benefit from a trigger mechanism to create real-time information from
various satellites, the lack thereof remains a continuing issue.

•

Social networks like Facebook have come to play a role in distributing information about the event, which can
help to overcome the previous lack of web services available to individuals to provide such information.

Some prospects that can increase the usefulness of remote sensing in disaster management are:
•

Establishment of an automated real-time triggering of satellites from Earthquake events

•

Automated command and control for satellite assets to be directed towards target areas

•

Establishment of more real-time SAR capabilities to overcome cloud problem

•

Use of AI to make satellite data applicable in a shorter timeframe

•

The improvement of prediction models using remote sensing data

Professor Muller gave a short introduction of the activation of the Disaster Charter to address Hurricane Katrina.
Subsequently, he provided some basic information about the EU Copernicus Earth observation programme, its
Emergency Management Service17 and its satellites. Among others, he outlined that:
•

it involves a public investment in the billions

•

the Copernicus system shall last until around 2035

17 For more information: https://emergency.copernicus.eu
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•

5 Sentinel satellites are to be developed and deployed

•

the Copernicus system has a free full open data policy (the UK collects data in Harwell)

•

an example of the international application of Sentinel-1 is the monitoring of landslide creep activity over the
entire Three Gorges Dam in China

During the following discussion, the opinion was expressed that many remote sensing companies are commercially
based on ‘shaky’ grounds. However, in the future, there might be some greater market potential, e.g. in the form of
precision agriculture and assisting insurance markets. So far, the government is still the biggest customer for remote
sensing satellite companies.
It was also made clear that the existence of many different remote sensing satellite systems (e.g. by various countries) is
beneficial to the world. For example, satellites might use different orbits, and there is the issue of cloud coverage.
Lastly, it was mentioned that there is a computing challenge to efficiently and effectively process and apply all the
remote sensing data available. Some participants considered that the use of AI might be an option to address this
adequately and that a focus on such AI might be a smart investment for the UK after Brexit, which will put the UK
outside of the development and control of the Copernicus system.

3.

CLOSING REMARKS

Professor David Southwood
Professor Southwood closed the seminar by thanking the speakers for their excellent presentations. He added that
Europe can be immensely proud of the satellite remote sensing capabilities that it has put in place. Also, for the future, it
might be reasonable to clarify, including in the UK, how much of a role private enterprises and public investment
should play in satellite-based remote sensing linked to disaster management.
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